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More Certainty on Limits to Early Section
101 Challenges – How Will This Impact
Patent Owners and Applicants?
Peter J. Prommer and Ravinderjit Braich

T

he U.S. Supreme Court has denied several
petitions for certiorari on patent decisions by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
including in a number of patent eligible subject
matter cases.
The denial in the HP Inc. v. Berkheimer1 case is
positive news for both patent owners and applicants
in technologies prone to subject matter eligibility
issues.With the Berkheimer v. HP Inc. decision2 going
unreviewed by the Supreme Court, there is now at
least some degree of clarity and hope during both
patent enforcement and prosecution in the wake of
the continued uncertainty created by Mayo/Alice
framework.3
THE BERKEIMER CASE
HP petitioned for certiorari from the Federal
Circuit’s 2018 decision in Berkheimer,4 which was
before Circuit Judges Moore, Taratano, and Stoll.
The case was appealed to the Federal Circuit by
the patentee, Steven E. Berkheimer, following the
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district court’s summary judgment that certain
claims of his patent were deemed patent-ineligible
subject matter under 35 U.S.C. § 101.
The Federal Circuit decided that “[w]hile patent
eligibility is ultimately a question of law, the district
court erred in concluding there are not underlying
factual questions to the § 101 inquiry.”5
The Federal Circuit further clarified that whether
a claim element (or a combination of elements) represents well-understood, routine, and conventional
activity to a skilled artisan at the time of the patent
is a factual determination, and the mere fact something is disclosed in the prior art does not mean it is
well-understood, routine, and conventional.6
Amicus briefs supporting HP’s Supreme
Court petition argued there has been a significant decrease in successful Section 101 challenges at the pleadings and summary judgement
stages ever since the Federal Circuit’s Berkheimer
decision.7 Commentators have also noted a significant decline in Section 101 invalidation rates
at the pleadings and summary judgement stages
post-Berkheimer.8
The takeaway is that Berkheimer has made it
more difficult for an alleged infringer to invalidate
asserted patent claims at the pleadings stage, or later
on by moving for summary judgment, that previously would have been prone to Section 101 issues.

THE USPTO’S MEMORANDUM
Berkheimer also appears to be helping applicants
during patent prosecution. A few months after
the Federal Circuit’s decision, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (“USPTO”) issued a memorandum revising its examination procedures to adopt
Berkheimer.9
More specifically, the USPTO refined how
examiners should apply the “inventive concept” step
of the Alice analysis and tightened the evidentiary
requirements on whether an additional element
(or combination of additional elements) represents well-understood, routine, conventional activity when analyzing eligibility under the Alice/Mayo
framework.10
Subsequent guidance11 in early 2019 by the
USPTO further increased the difficulty for examiners to make Section 101 rejections by generally
requiring that any claims deemed to be directed to
the judicial exception of an abstract idea12 must be
classified as:
1) Mathematical concepts;
2) Certain methods of organizing human activities;
or
3) Mental processes.
The guidance importantly articulated that a claim
is not “directed to” an identified judicial exception
(for example, an abstract idea) if the judicial exception is integrated into a practical application of the
identified judicial exception. Based on the authors’
experiences, subject matter eligibility rejections
have seen a noticeable decline in the last year.
CONCLUSION
While Berkheimer provides at least some clarity on the Section 101 issue, further clarification13
is still needed.14 It remains to be seen if there will
be any shifts or clarity in the near future through
subsequent decisions by the federal judiciary or
through legislative action.
However, Berkheimer and the USPTO’s examination guidance have provided some positive developments for patent applicants and owners.
For example, for technologies prone to
Section 101 issues under the Alice/Mayo framework, the USPTO’s guidance has lifted barriers
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to gaining allowance of otherwise patentable
inventions, thus providing relief to applicants
that may have been previously discouraged after
the Alice decision.
In addition, an owner of a patent that may still be
prone to Section 101 issues at least now has a better chance to carry forward an enforcement action
well beyond the pleadings and summary judgement
stages.
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